Divine Secrets is the second book in Hope Callaghan’s Divine Christian Cozy Mystery Series. This well-plotted mystery is a clean read, with a delightful cast of characters. This heartwarming series is full of inspiration, hope, and second chances. There are lots of twists and red herrings and multiple suspects in this whodunit to keep the reader engaged. The reveal came as a surprise to me. Aphmau’s Secret Youtuber Life. 383K. 7.7K. This is a sequel to my book Aphmau Divine Secrets so if you haven’t read that you might want to before you read this. “5 years has really passed.. 5 years..” Divine Secrets. 0 0 5 Author: Jacquelin Thomas. E-book. It’s up to Divine to decide. Growing up in the Hollywood spotlight -- and the tabloid headlines -- Divine Matthews-Hardison knows how tough it can be to keep secrets. But Divine is about to learn that some secrets do more harm than good when kept under wraps. Does keeping silent help or hurt? When she begins to suspect that her friend Mia’s domineering boyfriend is abusing her, Divine must decide whether or not to expose a painful secret for Mia’s safety.